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v. of Pupil Personnel Services & Special Education

EVALUATION OF THE USE OF VARIOUS TYPES OF

INCENTIVES IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Although the Wethersfield Federal Project entitled

"EVALUATION OF THE USE OF VAR/OUS TYPES OF INCENTIVES IN

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS" has just been in operation since July

1, 1972, certain data collected since the incipiency of the

project is starting to indicate that the usage of various

types of incentives can have a eignificant impact on staff,

students, parents, community, administration and material

developnent.

.Following is a concise narrative on the early history

of the project; a brief description of the two components in-

volved in the project; pertinent questions about the project

and an attempt made to answer those questions.

HISTORY

In April, 1971 the Wethersfield School Department in

conjunction with Dr. Steven Jung, consultant for the American

Institute of Research, did submit to the United States Office
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'of Education, a proposal for a Rlanning grant to stUdy the

usage of various incentives in education. The ideas and

information for the writing of the planning grant grew out of

a project that Dr. .Steven Jung, Dr. Dewey Lipes and Peggy S.

Wolfe completed for the U. S. O. E. The Project is titled

"Study of the Use of Incentives in Education and the Feasibility

of Field Experiments in. School Systems"-and is a.thorough re-

search of current studies of incentives both positive and

aversive.

In December, 1970 Dr. Steven Jung contacted Ht. Henry

Director.of Pupil Personnel Services & Special Educa-

tion in the Wethersfield School Department and inquired if the

Wethersfield School Department would be interested in an incentive

project "To Study the Usage of Various Incentives in Public Educe-

tion". After a visitation by Dr. Jung to the Wethersfield School

Department and indepth discussions about the proposed project, a

decision was made by the School Department to be part.of a large

incentive project i3eing proposed, which would involve five (5)

'other school systems. Planning grants by the six (6) schools

were submitted and the Wethersfield project was one out of the

six funded for a planning grant.

Henry J. Ferri, Director of Pupil Personnel Services and

Special Education, was invited to an Office of Education meeting

on April 15, 1971 at Philadelphia and was informed that Wethers-

.field .had been selected to submit a formal proposal for



400,000 grant to study the usage of various types of incent-

ives. He also learned that he had approximately three (3)

weeks to develop and submit a formal proposal. The Office of

Education also made the decision that the formal proposalwould

have to contain two separate programs--a reading and a special

handicapped component. This meant that the two separate com-

ponents would have to include two, rationales, two accountability

systems, two evaluation systems, two separate budgets, etc.

On Hay 20, 1971 the formal project was completed and dis-

patched to the Office of Education in Washington, D. C. The

document consisted of over one hundred fifty pages and since

then, the document has expanded to one hundred seventy pages.

-Grant approbation was received from the Division of Plans and

Supplementary Centerion June 29, 1971.

READING COMPONENT

1. Description and Rationale

A three-year program trro-p-oses to investigate

the use of external incentives to improve the read-

ing achievement of students in grades 1 to 4. The

primary purpose of the study is to determine the

effectiveness of selected types of incentives in

improving student performance in reading.

The reading componentis*.htteinpting to determine the

benefits of positive incentives apart from the influ-
.

ence of other aspects of school curriculum and dodt

attempt to coordinate its efforts with proposed in-

centives.

5
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The incentives, as specified in the Community In-

volvement Section, d t-e selected by the Community

Council and v.. o:n at lite of incentives acceptable to the

School Department and the Community.

a. Student Incentives - micro-incentives: This

technique presents incentives to the students

contingent upon small positive increments in

performance.

b. Student Incentives - macro-incentives: Incent

ives . a r e contingent upon large units o

student performance.

c. Parent Incentives: It is possible that b

centives, micro and macro, may be empl

with parents.

Three target groups plus a control group

utilized in the project as described bel

oth in-

yed

ski bietng

ow:

Control
Group

Student
Group

....-
Parent
Group

Student-
Parent
Group

. The groups are. composed

in each group with twenty-fi

each. class. Classes were

out the nine(9) schools i

6

f four (4) classes

ye (25) students in

elected randomly through-

nvolved in the project.
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Increments in achievement are being measured by a

range of possible specific behaviors and performance

on normative or criterion-referenced tests. The

first year is being spent in evaluating the use of

incentives in one or more of the incentive models.

After appropriate revision, the techniques proving

to be valuable would be extended into a second year,,.

and some consideration will also be given to expan-

sion of the project during the second year. The

final project year would be spent in assessing the

effects of the first two years' treatment as well

as in evaluating the results of phasing out the in-

centives and planning for wider ntilization nf

successful incentive models.

2. Component Objectives

Performance objectives for the second component of

the proposed incentives project are identified for

students, teachers and parents. In the area of stu-

dent.performance objectives, teachers participating

in the incentives project were involved in summer

workshops and are still participating in workshops

held throughout the year. As a result of these work-

shops the teachers in conjunction with the project

administtation produced a set of student performance

objectives in the area of reading and communication

skills which constitute the major student product
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outcomes for the first year ofthe incentives

project. Performance outcomes a r e arranged

in' a hierarchial order beginning with readiness

skills at the primary level and progressing through

higher order cognitive skills at the 4th grade

level, suitable to measurement, utilizing oral

and written testing procedures.

SPEC/AL HANDICAPPED CONPONENT

I. Description and Rationale

Prevention must be constantly strived for as the

best solution to help students with performance

deficiencies. Prevention is even more vital in

education if we are to help pupils who have

learning disabilities. These learning prob-

lems can encompass many educational areas.

Researth has already revealed that chance of

change decreases proportionately as a child in-

creases in age. Unfortunately, some children

have deficiencies that are multiple. If tail-

ored services are not provided early in the

. kindergarten or grade one, the student atrophies

and becomes debilitated by the end of third or

fourth grade that rehabilitation is almost an

impossibility.

The Wethersfield School Department through a

comprehensive testing program has been able to

identify children who have weak sensory or fine



or gross motor deficiencies. In assessing these

children in their educational progress over the:

last hree years, we have found out that modal-

ity dysfunctions can interfere greatly with total

language development, reading progress and social

emotional development.

If schools are going to ameliorate and strengthen

modality weaknesses of children with learning dis,

abilities, they must have the.capacity and ex-

pertise to do the following:

a. Identify the child and specific diagnosis.
b. Diagnose the specifics of the problem.
c. Apply specificity in programming through

the construction of behavioral objectives.
d. Employ incentive Utilization that will pro,

vide the motivation that.these pupils need
so desperately.

The perceptual dysfunction's that interfere sig-

nificantly with education productivity are auditory,

visual, eye-hand coordination, language, fine or

gross motorical problems, perseveration, hyper-.

kinesis, and others.

The final objectives Chat teachers will construct

vill.be specific and deal with the diagnosed learn-

ing disability.

In the handicapped component we have selected

one hundred nineteen (119) students in kindergarten

and first grade.who have been diagnosed as having
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auditory, visual, fine or gross motor deficiencies.

This component has two main goals:

(1) To train kindergarten and first grade teachers

to provide special training for these child-

ren in the regular classroom.

(2).To strengthen the modality weakness so that

at least 757. of the students can be inte,

grated sUccessfully into the regular class-

room in the year 1972-1973.

PERTINENT QUESTIONS

Palming are questions that staff personnel are con-

Ott being asked. Because the project has only been

operation for eight (8) months, the questions can only

be answered with limited statistical data. Therefore,

subjective analysis must also be relied upon to give

visibility about the first eight months of the project.

1. "CAN A COMMUNITY COUNCIL BE AN EFFECTIVE BODY IN

AN INCENTIVES PROJECT?"

-Because the first publicity released by the news7

papers used such words *as 'bribe' and 'pay' the

Project became so controversial in the community

that a public information meeting had to be conducted.

However, certain political opportunists and radi-

cals who attended the meeting for their own pur-

poses turned the meeting into a "public': hearing"

at which the Superintendent of Schools. and Mr.

Henry J. Ferri, Project Director, were ridiculed.

10
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by the opponents, and eulogiZed by other people

who felt that the program could have a signifi-

cant impact on the Wethersfield School System.

This is when the Community .Council took things

'in hand and implemented a program of action to

get the public to support the project. The action

involved canvassing by telephone, speaking to

every major organization, semi-weekly publicity

articles in usjor newspapers covering every as-

pect of the program.' This had to be done because

the experimental design would have to be changed

anire-negotiated if fifteen to twenty percent of

the parents would not let their children parti-

cipate in the project. After the letters did go

out to parents for their approval or disapproval,

we had a return of 99% in favor of the project.

I attribute much of the successful return to the

involvement of the Community Council..

A Community Council can be most beneficial in

helping tO implement the manyfacets of a Project.

We were very fortunate to have a very,strong and

representative group and they did much to get the

residents of Wethersfield to accept the Project.

The Council has also been invylved in the follow-,

ing activities:

A. Selecting the target groups to Which student

and parent incentives were to be offered.

11
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B. Approving of the educational incentive ex-

perimental model.

C. Disseminating and interpreting of the pro-

ject to the community.

D. Providing feedback to'project personnel re-

lating to any aspect of the project.

E. Selecting and approbating both the individual

and group incentives.

F. Participating in the random selection of

teachers.

G. Acquiring volunteers to assist in duties

affiliated with the project e.g, monitors,

test-correcters, etc

H. Attending monthly meetings and several work-

shops to select incentives and discuss other

problems associated with the Project.

2. "CAN_THEJMILIZATION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF INCENTIVES

BE INSTRUMENTAL IN ENHANCING STUDENT ESTEEM?"

-As one assesses the conventional and tradtional

approaches and strategies utilized by many educa-

tional systems, we find that the vast majority of

students involved inpast and present educational

systems receive little if any positive reinforce-

ments or stimuli on a regular basis.. Such attempts

as grades, competition, levels, grouping, etc. do

little to enhance the self-esteem of a large

number of students with whom we should be concerned.

12.



The Wethersfield Incentives Project has built

into it.a motivational system that employs five

(5) various types of incentivei that every child

involved in this project can earn either on a time-line

bezis or when he achieves those performance ob-

jectives that are designed for him. All stu-

.
dents, regardless of their innate capacity, halie

the opportunity to experience success when they

complete an expectancy level required of them.

When the student does achieve his performance

objectives, the instructors must use.'onerot.

following types of incentives:

1. Instructors must utilize or employ any

kind.of social incentive e.g., praise,

acknowledgement, pat on the back, etc.

2. Instructors must utilize the Ibierwledge of

result" incentive which involves the necessary

inter-action process between teacher and stu-

dents to make certain decisions relating to

the next set of objectives, e.g, time that

the student and teacher feels he ailmmie to.,com-

plete the objective or when he will be pre-

pared to take the criterion-referenced test.

Instructors must disseminate individual in-

centives'as specified in the project time line.

*.

13
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11. /nstructors are encouraged to use second-

ary reinforcers such as tokens stars, etc.

.when students complete transitional objectives.

5. Instructors dispense.group incentives as the

tiMe-line.specified.

Thus, what we. have been able to implement for

each student is a motivational system based on in-

centives in which every child has the opportunity to

receive a positive reinforcement. Teachers re-

port this has had a tremendous effect on raising

the self-esteem of many students. Students, to,,

earn incentives, have to attain 807. accuracy on

1007. of the objectives. Tb earn the large group

incentives, the total group has to achieve 80% of

the objectives with 807. accuracy. Following is

an evaluation of results after the first and sec-

ond earning periods:
*No. of Stu- Incentives

IMs.-of dents 6g Sets earned by .

Target Groups prouPs: of Participat- Individuals Percent

Student Groups

Individual Mat-
erial Incentives

Parent Groups

Parent-Student
Groups

8

ing Parents of Groups

200 8

197200

8 200 8

100

98.5

loo

100
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3. "CAN A MOTIVATIONAL SYSTEM BASED ON INCENTIVES

PROMOTE A MORE INDIVIDUALIZED APPROACH TO

LEARNING?"

-The incentives project as written and implemented

stressed the utilization of approaches that were a

departure frOm traditional competition, cOmpari-

son, regimentation and isolation.systems of learn-

ing.

The feeling of the project personnel was that

these intideluvian systems did little, to stimulate

the vast m'ajority of students who,for various

reasons, veiy seldom received positive reinforce-

memt from their educational environment. There

fore,we looked for othev approaches that could be

considered more flexible, personalized, experiential,

individualized and differentiated.

In developing a program that would be more person-

alized, several decisions had to be made od how to

beet achieve a more human direction.

The following strategies were decided upon:

A). That the programming would have to be based on

individual performance objectives, and if

possible, take into consideration the differ-

ent modality learning styles of students.

B) That the student performance objectivesiif

they foreAciIng to be appropriate in meeting.

the requisites of all students, would have

to have built into them the higher levels of
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learning, e.g., memory through evaluation.

C) That the staff would have to develop and state

the process for meeting the objectives andwrite

the criterion-referenced tests for evaluating

the objectives.

D) That the staff would have to become knowledge-

able about various incentives and a system for

implementing of incentives would haVe to be

established.

TO evaluate if individualization is being

practical in the experimental groups, a trained.

monitoring team presently makes weekly observe-

tiOns of all classes involved in the project:

The statistics below are based on observations

of the experimental groups and involve a'20-

minute observation period by trained monitors

and checking student's behavior every five (5)

seconds.

Definitions:
Exp. R--Experimental Group-Reading
Exp. Om-Experimental Group-In other dis-

ciplines not including reading
Alone --Student is working on his own.
Peer --Student is involved with peers in

an educational endeavor
T-Ind.--Interaction between teacher & student is

visible.
T-SG --Teacher is involved in small group

: instruction
TAG --Teacher is involved in large group

instruction activities
NP/11 ---thobtrusive behavior. Time out-time to

think, etc.

Alone. Peer T-Ind. T-SG T-LG NP/U

Exp. R 3685 862 487 1920 21 1272

Exp. 0 2466 534 285 556 3776 1034

16
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Analysis of.monthly observations on a sequential

basis manifests that teachers in the project

.are starting to individualize in other academic

areas. Therefore we are experiencing a "Haw-

thorn effect" taking place throughout the total

experimental group.

""WILL PARENTS INITIATE INCENTIVES AT HOME?"

Two hundred (200) sets of parents are involved

in the student and student-parent target group.

For parent groups to receive their group incent-

ives, the children of the parents must achieve

.80% Of the objectives at 807. accuracy.

The parents of children in this target group

are responsible for employing reinforcement in

the home when the teacher sends home a reinforce-

* ment card(*) notifying the parents that their

child has achieved his objective; the parent

writes on the card the incentive they have

** utilized and returns it to the teacher. (**)

If the student does not achieve his objectives,

the teacher also notifies the parenis and the

parents are then asked to provide assistance in

rectifying the performance deficiency. Parents

were also requested to attend meetings re-

.

lating to orientation and to make a decision

on what the group incentive should be.

* See Attachment I
** See Attachment II

17 .
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Following is a statistical analysis of parent

participation up to January 31, 1972:

No. of:sets of parents attending
orientation meetings 116

* No. of Reinforcement Cards
returned 416

No. of sets of parents involved
in group incentives workshops 43

5. -"CAN AN INCENTIVES PROJECT PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT

OF 'INDIVIDUAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS?"

Although this was not one of the management object-

tves, eight.(8) teachers in the Reading Component

have developed exemplary systems for implementing

a process for individualization. All eight systems

established provide the flexibility for students

to move at their own rate of accomplishment based

on individual differences, provide reinforcement

as specified in the project proposal,alapsuch

teacher behaviorse.g., reward stipulation and ex-

tending behavior have increased significantly.

Since this was not an objective, the only measure-

ment is subjective; however the monitoring system

does support individualized management systems.are.

being implimented.

"CAN A STAFF BE TRAIVED TO WRITE BEHAVIORAL' OBJECTIVES?"

The staff deVelopment component

Was and still is probably the most important part

of the Incentives Project.

*See_attachment I

18
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The first week of Staff in-service focused on:

I.. Orientation to the Incentives Project .

II. Understanding and utilization of five (5)

basic incentives systems.

III. How to write behavior objectives based on

higher levels of learning and involving the

cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains.

IV. HOW to evaluate behavior objectives by writ-

ing appropriate criterion-referenced tests.

The second week of Staff development stressed the

following:

I. Writing performance objectives for students

that would be assigned for the coming year.

II. Build into the objectives the cognitive levels

of learning.

III. Designate the process required tO meet the in-

tent of the objectives.

IV. Develop the criterion-referenced test to evaluate

the objective.

V. Many teachers created learning-units aroudd, the

objectivei utililing diversified materials, project

work, etc.

*.See Attachments m nr and V

19
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7. "CAN AN INCENTIVES PROJECT PROVIDE DATA FOR THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ABOUJ STUDENT AND PARENT

INCENTIVE SELECTIONS?"

lbe material incentives .plan WAS

-based on individual and group incentives.

The individual incentive is a small reward anct.

is earned by the student if he achieves- 80%

accuracy on 1007. of the objective.

The group incentives are large incentives earned

either by the parents, students or parent-student

groups. To receive this group incentive the total

group of students had to achieve 807. accuracy on

807. of the objectives.

The following data has been collected.and ;elates

soMe idea of what students will choose for in-

dividual incentives, and what parent and student

will select as group incentives.

TOo hundred students involved in the Individual

Student Target Group made the following choices:

Toys

162 .

Records Books

26 9.

We also have the definittveta that further in-

dicates the kinds of toys, records and books selected.

.The following group incentives were chosen by the

Parent, Student and Parent-Student Target Groups:

20
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Educational Guest Speaker
Naterisi. for Enter- for Community Field
the School tainment Trips

Parent

Student

Parent-
Student

1

1

1

1

2 1

2

3

4

HANDICAPPED COMPONENT

The Handicapped Component which is a very significant part

of the Incentives Project has also been totally implemented.

The same questions.asked of the Reading Component can be

asked of the Handicapped Component and although conclusive

statistical data is not yet available, subjectively we can

state that one of the main objectives has-been achieved.

Teachers in kindergarten and first grade can be trained and

implement prescriptional programming to strengthen student

modality weaknesses.

Teachers also .take the initiative to establish their own

individualized management systems so that prescriptional pro-

gramming can be implemented.

Personnel in the Handicapped Component are responsible.for

all the same activities as the Reading Component; the only

difference is that the Handicapped Component does-not in-

volve the utilization of material incentives.

21
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CONCLUtION:

The impact of the Incentives Project germane

to the community, parents, staff, students 6r-

individualization, add individual process de-

velopumnt has been significant.

The Community Council has fulfilled every one

of their objectives and has made excellent deci-

iions germane to all tasks in

confronted.

which they have 6een

Parents on an individual and group basis who

are part of the project are becoming,.More-ln-

volved in their child's education.

The project has given the students involved

an opportunity to feel.good about themselves by

being able to experience success on a regular

basis.

Probably the greatest growth has been in staff,

by creating and developing Management systems,

materials, and personalized approaches. Even more

important is that the staff has taken on the

responsibility for being accountable for what they

have developed. Thus, there is a built in system of.

accountability and evaluation.

The most important contribution the project has to

offer 'is a way to personalize education. If the pro-

ject can accomplish this goal, through fhe usage of

various incentives, it could serve as a model for

education, industry and 'any other institution that

22
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may be Concerned with enhancing self-esteem,

and promoting productivity in people.

23
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Dear
c.

ATTACHMENT I
.... -

. ,

PARENT REINFORCEMENT CARD

: .

has shown accomplishment of the objectives

set for him. Please show how pleased you are by:

Praising your child, and

Offering him a special treat of his own choosing
. -

.
.

.

.
. .

. i.
. -:...

.
,

. .
. ' .

. .. ..,

What. was the special treat chosen?

:

. .

.114(......11111ffirm.r...4111= Date
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Dear..

/1

. ATTACHMENT I
.1 . ..: .

PARENT REINFORCEMENT CARD

-

V

.;

has shown accomplishment of the objectives

set for hini. Please show how pleased you are by:

Praising youi child, and

. Offering him a special treat of,his own choosing

"-

--n
- ..

V.

What was the specfal treatchosen?

25
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11.
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Application

Analysis

Synthesis
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Manipulation0
Precision.
Articulation

Naturalization

Process: ,:9 / ,2, /t) zic
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Name:

Grade:

4

ATTACHMENT II/

Behavioral Objectives

3

Teacher:

*J. Bennett

am C.A..

Parent

T.32

Selma:
Mitchell

Date.

27.3/72

Problem: Rewriting Sentences Correctly (Caps, Spelling.. and Punctuation)

Cognitive Level: .

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Psychomotor:.

Imitiatiom

Manipulation

Prescision

Articulation

Naturalization

Objective:

Given sentences in which
there are errors on spelling,
capitalization, and punctuation,
student will rewrite each sen-
tence correctly.

Process:
Reviewed briefly, in conference work covered since Sept, Used

Usin Good English-1 to introduce quotation marks-- pp 163-169, for self-

e p.
Gave as written work bottom of p 167 and A and. B p. 169 in

tal.D.E_Goo

Criterion-Referenced Test

Reading Inventory p. 61

37
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Name:

Grade:

. 4

&MOMENT itr

Behavioral Objectives

.".Period 2

Group'

'Parent

Teacher:

J. Bennett

CA. M.A.

33.2

.School:

Mitchell

Date

2/1/72

Problem: Using.the Card Catalogue...3 .

Cognitive Level:

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Psychomotor:

Imitiation

Manipulation

Prescision

Articulation

Naturalization

Objective:

Given samples of an autXhors,
title, and subject card, student
will demonstrate in writing her
ability to distinguish the
different cards from the card
catalogue.

: Process:
Practice was provided from my self-madekit. When she was able

;to identify the different kinds of cards, titles, authors, and subjects
were provided her to search for from the library.

Criterion-Referenced Test

Reading Inventory P 63.

38



kitCHMENT IV

Summary. of Evaluation Questionnaire

Second. Staff Developient Workshop (Nnal9)

1 %.

1. How do you feel about writing individualized performance objectives?

2.

confideut 16
reasonably confident 3

need more help

How .do you feel about constructing criterion-refereneed tests?

confident 14

reasonably confidia-37---
need more help

3. bo you feel that you understand the intent and thejeneral design of
the Incentives Project?

yes
no

19

If not, why not?

4. Following Bloom's taxonomic structure for the cognitive domain, how do
you feel about writing instructional goals to meet the innate styles of

the individualized students in your class?

confident '12
reasonably confident 7

need more help

5. Do you feel that you understand your responsibilities and function in
the project?

If not, why not?

yes
no

19



41.
1

.

iAlum= Iv - continued
L...........................___....)

Second Workshop Evaluation Questionnaire - Continued

V

How ,do you feel about your understanding of the dissemination of the
micro and macro inventives?

well underStood 13--
fairly well understood 5

need more explanation

7. Write a sample of a behaVioral objective and criterion-referenced testitem.
Your sample may be'one you prepared in this workshop.

Ratings of sample.objectives

(a) Learner behavior stated

(b). Important

(c) Observable

(d). Conditions stated

(e) Criteria stated

Ratings of sample test items

(a) Complete 8

.(b) Directions not given 2

(c) Not a test item 7

(d) Inappropriate 2-

Total 19

19

19

19

17 1/2

14 1/2

(possible range
0-19)

'(possible range
0-19)

(possible range
0-19)

(possible range
0-19)

(possible range
0-19)

8. Write an explanation of the Incentives Project covering such aspects
as design, responsibilities of project personnel, and incentive
'dissemination. (see text of evaluation report)

40



AlTACHZIENT V

Summary of Evaluation Questionnaire

First Staff Development Workshop (N=21)

1. Do you feel you were Able to achieve all of. the objectives, as stated?

yes 19

no 2

If not, why not?

(2 no responses related to attendance prOblems)

2. Do you feel the activities and resources provided, were sufficient for
fulfilling the objectives?

adequate 6

mOre than adequateTr--
less then adequate

3. How would You rate the sound filmstrips used during the workshOp?

excellent. 15

good 6

fair
poor.

4. How do you feel about the structure of the.workshop?

too much
too little
.about enough

5. Was enough time provided for discussion and interaction?

enough time
too much time
not enough time

21

6. How do you feel about writing and classifying cognitive objectiyes?

confident 7

reasonably confidea-117--
need more help

In, my opinion, the workshop was;

41

well organized 21

fairly well organized
poorly organized



ArACIIKM V continued

. .1

Woikshop Evaluation Questionnaire - Continued

j% V

8. In your opinion, did the workshop meet its objectives as stated in the

announcement?

If no, why not?

yes 21
no

9. How would you rate the help provided by the staff?

-adequate 7

more than adequate 14

less than adequate

10. In a summary statement please give your candid opinion of the workshop

you have just completed. (see text of evaluation report)


